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Presentation Opportunities for Upcoming CEMS Meetings 

 
The CEMS Program Committee is currently searching for "interesting, topical and informative" presentations 

for our meetings in 2021 and beyond. This is a great opportunity to network with your peers, share information and 

technology, and become more involved with the environmental community.  CEMS is interested in an assortment and 

variety of topics relevant to environmental and natural resources professionals. Each monthly presentation is roughly 

50 minutes, followed by a question-and-answer period.  

If you or someone you know is interested in presenting at our monthly meetings, or our annual 

conference, please feel free to contact our Programs Committee Chairperson, Andy Horn at 

Andy@WestwaterHydro.com. 

 Comments or suggestions from previous meetings, including the Annual Fall Conference, are also welcome.  

Let us know if we can publish them in the newsletter or website.   
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From the Board… Write it Down! The 

Importance of Proper Field 

Documentation by Andy Horn, Westwater 

Hydrology, LLC 
 One of my first projects as an environmental consultant 

was working as part of large team of scientists and engineers on a 

RCRA Facility Investigation of a large US Department of Energy 

uranium enrichment plant.  My company staffed the job from 

offices all over the country; newcomers to the team went through 

a day-long orientation to site health and safety issues, sampling 

protocols, and the rigorous field data quality assurance and 

quality control (QA/QC) procedures by which we abided.  Every 

day we would arrive at the field office for our assignment to 

teams drilling or developing monitoring wells, sampling soil, 

sediment, groundwater, or other tasks.  With our assignments we 

would receive a thick packet of blank field data collection forms, 

review the day’s work, and go over the relevant health and safety 

procedures for our task.  We’d then follow a detailed checklist 

and calibrate our field radiation and organic vapor meters, gather 

and decontaminate our sampling tools, collect our sample bottles 

and coolers, and finally head to the field.  

 From the moment we began our day’s activities until we 

returned from relinquishing our samples, we thoroughly 

documented every aspect of the sample collection process in our 

daily logs and in our sample collection forms.  That 

documentation could then demonstrate to the state and federal 

regulators, and others overseeing the investigation, that we had 

collected all field data correctly and according to scientifically 

valid and standardized, reproducible procedures.  Without this 

documentation our data could be called into question and the 

results showing where we’d found contamination, and where we 

hadn’t, could be dismissed by the agencies directing the 

investigation. 

  Since those days I’ve worked on other sites requiring 

such rigorous field data QA/QC but the habits I developed have 

served me well on all my projects.  It’s common to write up a 

project report months after the work is done and having a good 

daily narrative allows reconstruction of events at the site and can 

resolve data anomalies.  Reviewing old daily logbook entries is 

almost like being back in the field on the day they were written. 

 Taking good field notes is critical to many projects, 

especially if the work is done as part of a legal case to investigate 

potential injury to natural resources such as an underground 

drinking water source. Another instance in which detailed notes 

can be valuable is when subcontractor disagreements arise that 

pit one party’s word against the other.  With a detailed written 

record there’s little or no dispute about how many hours a 

subcontractor spent onsite or how much material was used. 

When we work on our field projects, there may be surprises 

or events we will remember for the rest of our lives.  
                           (continued on page 9) 

 

 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

2021 CEMS Officers: 
President: Erik Gessert, PE, Terracon Consultants, Inc. 

(303)454-5277, erik.gessert@terracon.com 

Vice President: Maggie Mandell, PE, Environmental 

Works, Inc., (301)943-2830, 

mmandell@environmentalworks.com  

Secretary: Monica Genadio, Environmental Science 

Partners, LLC, (720)936-1694, mgenadio@gmail.com 

Treasurer: John Fontana, Vista GeoScience,  

(303)277-1694, jfontana@vistageoscience.com 

Past President: Brian LaFlamme, Ensero Solutions, 

BLaFlamme@Ensero.com 

CDPHE Liaison: Fonda Apostolopoulos, CDPHE, 

(303)692-3411, fonda.apostolopoulos@state.co.us  

Rachel Blomberg, CDPHE, (303)691-4024, 

rachel.blomberg@state.co.us  

US EPA Liaison: Stephen Dyment, US EPA Region 8, 

(303)312-7044, dyment.stephen@epa.gov  

OPS Liaison: Tom Fox, CDLE; Division of Oil and 

Public Safety, (303)318-8535,  tom.fox@state.co.us  
 

Board Members: 
Fonda Apostolopoulos, CDPHE,  

(303)692-3411, fonda.apostolopoulos@state.co.us  

Rachel Blomberg, CDPHE,  

(303)691-4024, rachel.blomberg@state.co.us  

Suzanne Gabriele, Geosyntec Consultants,  

(303)790-1340, SGabriele@Geosyntec.com 

Andy Horn, Westwater Hydrology LLC,  

(303)456-1981, Andy@WestwaterHydro.com 

Mike Jahn, Tasman Geosciences, Inc.,  

(303)487-1228, mjahn@tasman-geo.com   

Evan Singleton, Gablehouse Granberg, LLC,  

(303)572-0050, esingleton@gcgllc.com  
 

Committee Chairpersons:  
Monthly Programs:  

Andy Horn, Westwater Hydrology LLC,  

(303)456-1981, Andy@WestwaterHydro.com  

Spring Movie Event: 

Monica Genadio, Environmental Science Partners, LLC, 

(720)936-1694, mgenadio@gmail.com 

Fall Conference Co-Chairs: 

Suzanne Gabriele, Geosyntec Consultants,  

(303)790-1340, SGabriele@Geosyntec.com 

Michael Whelan, Anchor QEA, LLC,  

(303)952-4850, mwhelan@anchorqea.com  

Golf:   

Mike Jahn, Tasman Geosciences, Inc.,  

(303)487-1228, mjahn@tasman-geo.com   

Scholarship – Co-Chairs:   

Fonda Apostolopoulos, CDPHE,  

(303)692-3411, fonda.apostolopoulos@state.co.us 

Rachel Blomberg, CDPHE,  

(303)691-4024, rachel.blomberg@state.co.us 

Membership, Networking, and Outreach 

Committee: Brian LaFlamme, Ensero Solutions, 

BLaFlamme@Ensero.com 

Glen Vallance, CGRS, (970) 420-6840, glen@cgrs.com  
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MEMBERSHIP – RENEWALS AND NEW MEMBERS 
A big thank you to all those members who renewed, and welcome to our newest members. 

  

New – Individual 
Keith Bradley, Groundwater & Environmental Services, Inc. 

Kate Garufi, HDR 

Jay Zandell, Overleys 

Craig Morgan, Impact IQ, LLC 

Daniel Qua, Independent Consultant 

 

Renew – Individual 
Tom Fox, Colorado Division of Oil and Public Safety 

Joe Jenkins, Environmental Compliance Systems LLC 

Eric Karl Jacobs, CDPHE - HMWMD-B2 

Dave Lipson, HRS Water Consultants, Inc. 

Lisa Woodward, Colorado School of Mines 

 

Renew – Corporate 

Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) 
Rainbow Apodaca Fonda Apostolopoulos Lindsay Archibald Zhivonne Armstrong Derek Bailey 

Shana Baker  Michael Bankoff  Heather Barbare Robert Beierle  Vlada Ber 

Rachel Blomberg Mary Boardman  Colleen Brisnehan Robert Bruce  Pearl Campos 

Kristina Cole  Nathalia Collins-Matthews  Michael Cosby Meghan Cromie Mark Dater 

Ross Davis  Kay Dirling   Laura Dixon  Joel Doebele  Jace Driver 

Kate Elsberry  Lauren Errico   Robb Farquhar Natasha Felton Kristine Figur 

David Foster  Brian Gaboriau  Joe Garmatz  Karen George  Matt Gift 

Kira Gillette  Daniel Goetz   Tanya Gray  James Grice  Kendall Griffin 

Susan Guiet  Laura Gurule   Alex Hedgepath Jerry Henderson James Hindman 

Jessica Hubbard Doug Ikenberry  Doug Jamison  James Jarvis  Lisa Jeffrey 

Caren Johannes Chrys Kelley   Doug Knappe  Wolf Kray  Justin Laboe 

Rachel Lemmons Ramon Li   Katherine Liberman Kimberly Long Kevin Mackey 

Julianna Mahr  Chase Martinez  Melody Mascarenaz Lindsay Masters Anna Maylett 

Nadine McClenathan Dustin McNeil   Kathryn Mote  Rick Mruz  Yolanda Munguia 

Robert Nabors  Jeannine Natterman  Susan Newton  Marian O'Connor Jennifer Opila 

John O'Rourke  Mary Ortiz   Jill Parisi  Randy Perila  Randy Perlis 

Bob Peterson  Phillip Peterson  Joe Pieterick  Lee Pivonka  Jennifer Reynolds 

Carrie Romanchek Peter Rottenborn  Mark Rudolph  Charity Sais  Kyle Sandor 

Richard Scheneman Paul Schlicht   Scott Schroeder Cindy Smith  Edward Smith  

David Snapp  Jeff Stalter   Curt Stovall  Monte Stroud  Jeff Swanson 

Jennifer Talbert Tim Thorvaldson  Andy Todd  David Walker  Shiya Wang  

Tracie White  Paul Will   Amy Williams 

  

Ensero Solutions, Inc. 
Paul Barnes  Elizabeth Busby  Kevin Conroy  Patrick Delaney Peter Dolph 

Tyler Fassenmyer Jim Harrington  Brian LaFlamme Nate Lambert  Sam Lowe  

Karen Suchomel Billy Ray   John Russell  Evan Valencia  Jonathon Webb 

 

Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP 
Colin Harris  Lynn M. Kornfeld  Ann Prouty  James Spaanstra 
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MEMBERSHIP – RENEWALS AND NEW MEMBERS (continued) 
A big thank you to all those members who renewed, and welcome to our newest members. 

  

Renew – Corporate 

Matrix Environmental Services 
Mike Gronseth Michael Pompliano Roberta Schlicher Tierney Walsh 

 

Terracon Consultants, Inc. 
Jon Anstey  Jeff Attig  Madeline Bartell Jaymee Binion  Kerry Conner  

Charles Covington Rob Deal  Jeff Delise  Mike Fera  Erland Floriano Monarrez 

Josh Foss  Erik Gessert  John Harness  Nick Holmes  Ian Jimeno   

Kaori Keyser  Kyle Leonard  Dan Mikalian  John O'Kane  Chelsea Parten   

Nick Powell  Bob Roth  Kevin Saylor  Dan Schneider  John Skogman   

Mike Skridulis  Kurt Streeb  Lauren Thompson  Kevin Troyer  Aaron Varnell   

Chris Watts  Mark White  Brian Williams 

 

Xcel Energy 
Chris Acton  Babatunde Awosika  Jason Bell  Renee Bodry  Chad Campbell 

Steve Castagneri Steve Cofoid   Linda S. Dissette Curtis Dominicak   Hunter Dorn 

Richard Ferguson Cheyenne Footracer  Spencer Hoff  Karen Holliway Christine Johnston 

Quinn Kilty  Eldon Lindt   Jaime Massey  Jennifer McCarter  Nick Pizzuti 

Deb Rains  Eric Silco   Mark Stewart  Brian Stockham Jeffrey L. West 

Cade Wilson 

 

Members on the Move 
To be included in this section, submit your previous information along with your new information via email to 

admin@coems.org.  Changes must have occurred within the last three months, and your membership must be current. 

 
 

Are you a lawyer, looking for CLEs?   

CEMS offers a very inexpensive way to earn those needed CLEs.   

Just RSVP on the webinar link, and attend for free. 

Looking for a New Position 
CEMS posts many job opportunities on our website. 

 http://www.coems.org/jobs  

If you or your company would like to post to our website, please just send over the job description,  

with contact information to admin@coems.org. 

We also will post resumes for our members to help you find new opportunities. 

RECRUIT AND PROFIT!! 
Recruit a NEW individual member for CEMS and get a credit voucher!  For each person you persuade to join CEMS, 

you will be issued a credit voucher that you can apply to the CEMS fee of your choice, whether it be a luncheon, 

workshop or your own membership renewal.  Note that you cannot take credit for a member’s renewal.  However, there 

is NO LIMIT to the number of vouchers you can accumulate.  Just have the new member put your name on the referral 

portion of the Membership Application Form.  And keep those new members coming! 
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  CEMS REGULATORY UPDATE 

FEDERAL AND STATE ACTIONS IMPACTING COLORADO 

By April D. Hendricks 

Burns, Figa & Will, P.C. 

April 2021 

 On April 8, 2021, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued a notice of proposed rulemaking, seeking 

comments on the agency’s current pesticide exemption process under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide 

Act (FIFRA). Under FIFRA, the EPA has adopted several exemptions for pesticide products that are of a character not 

requiring regulation. EPA is considering options to streamline the petition process and the process for evaluating minimum 

risk active and inert substances. The agency is also seeking input on whether it should amend the existing exemptions or 

add new classes of pesticides that are eligible for exemption. Comments on the EPA’s proposed rulemaking are due on 

July 7, 2021.  

 On March 29, 2021, the EPA announced that it is evaluating its policies, guidelines and regulations under the Toxic 

Substances Control Act (TSCA) new chemicals program to ensure that they adhere to statutory requirements and other 

directives. The EPA has specifically identified the use of significant new use rules (SNURs) and assumptions related to 

worker exposers as instances that should more closely align with existing TSCA requirements for the protection of human 

health and the environment. With regard to SNURs, the EPA concluded that it must review all conditions of use when 

making determinations on new chemicals and, if necessary, issue orders to address potential risks. Thus, EPA has 

determined that it will no longer issue determinations of “not likely to present an unreasonable risk,” based on the existence 

of proposed SNURs; instead, going forward, if EPA concludes that one or more uses of a new substance may present an 

unreasonable risk, or if it lacks specific information needed to make a finding, EPA will issue an order addressing those 

potential risks. EPA will continue issuing SNURs following TSCA Section 5(e) and 5(f) orders for new chemicals to 

ensure that the requirements imposed on a submitter are also imposed on any other entities which manufacture or process 

the chemical in the future. With regard to worker protections, EPA announced that it will ensure protections for workers 

identified in its review of new chemicals. Specifically, if EPA identifies a potential unreasonable risk to workers that could 

be mitigated by personal protective equipment (PPE), EPA will mandate necessary protections through a TSCE Section 

5(e) order, rather than assuming that workers will be protected under OSHA.  

 On March 17, 2021, the EPA announced, through an advance notice of proposed rulemaking pursuant to the Clean 

Water Act (CWA), that it is initiating further data collection to support potential future rulemaking relating to the effluent 

limitations, pretreatment standards, and new source performance standards applicable to the Organic Chemicals, Plastics, 

and Synthetic Fibers (OCPSF) point source category to address discharges of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) 

into surface water. PFAS are man-made chemicals that do not readily break down through natural processes and, thus, 

tend to accumulate in the environment and in the human body, potentially causing adverse impacts to human health. The 

EPA has identified industries, including OCPSF manufacturers, that likely discharge PFAS in their wastewater, but is 

seeking further information concerning the identity of PFAS manufacturers, the compounds they produce, their disposal 

practices, and other information relevant to the manufacture and discharge of PFAS. The EPA is seeking similar 

information concerning PFAS formulators, which include businesses that use PFAS to make goods or intermediary 

products for further manufacture. 

 On March 3, 2021, the EPA issued final regulatory determinations for several substances listed on the fourth 

Drinking Water Contaminant Candidate List.  Every five years, under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SWDA), EPA 

publishes a list of unregulated chemicals that are known or suspected to be found in public drinking water systems. 

This process requires the EPA to select at least five of the listed contaminants and determine whether or not the agency 

should adopt national primary drinking water regulations for those substances. The EPA has now made a final 

determination to regulate PFAS and PFOA in drinking water, but has declined to regulate methyl bromide (a fungicide), 

acetochlor (a pesticide), metolachlor (a herbicide), nitrobenzene (a chemical intermediate used in the manufacturing 

process for various substances, including household cleaners and pesticides), and RDX (an explosive). In reaching this 

decision, the EPA determined that PFAS and PFOA substances have adverse health effects and are found in drinking 

water with a frequency that poses a public health concern. Within the next two years, the EPA will develop binding 

drinking water standards for PFAS and PFOA.  

 

https://www.regulations.gov/document/EPA-HQ-OPP-2020-0537-0001
https://www.epa.gov/chemicals-under-tsca/important-updates-epas-tsca-new-chemicals-program
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/03/17/2021-05402/clean-water-act-effluent-limitations-guidelines-and-standards-for-the-organic-chemicals-plastics-and
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2021-03-03/pdf/2021-04184.pdf
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CEMS Lunch & Webinar Meeting/Newsletter Sponsors 

  

Your company could be advertising here! 
Please follow the links to the webinar advertising and 

sponsorship page: 

 

WEBINAR ADVERTISING SPONSORSHIP 

OPPORTUNITIES! 

 

Or email admin@coems.org 
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CEMS Lunch & Webinar Meeting/Newsletter Sponsors 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

From the Board (continued from page 3) 

 

However, this is seldom the case and one day can blend into another with the passage of time.  On most environmental 

consulting projects, all field activities are guided by “standard operating procedures” (SOPs) typically developed 

according to RCRA or Superfund site characterization guidance. These documents provide detailed instructions for 

sample collection and other activities and, if followed carefully, help ensure our results are reproducible, scientifically 

valid, and thus legally defensible.  

 Typically, one of the primary SOPs is that for documenting sampling activities in the field logbook. Since the 

logbook provides the core record of a field project it should contain a narrative for a day’s events and allow others to 

know the “who, what, when, where, why, and how” of the day’s activities.  Examples of critical data include items such 

as: sample team members, sample locations, parameters to be analyzed, respective sample containers and preservatives, 

weather conditions, SOPs followed, conditions that could bias results, equipment decontamination, and so forth.  If 

these things aren’t recorded, the sample result’s reproducibility, and thus the data integrity, can be questioned. In 

addition, we get only one chance to collect a piece of field data, such as a groundwater level, at a given point in time.  

Measure correctly, write it down in the field, and move on to the next activity. 

 When in doubt, write it down! 

 

 Andy Horn is a field investigation specialist and has been an environmental and water resources consultant for 

30 years. He has contributed to SOP development for an international water resources and environmental consulting 

firm and also developed sampling guidance for the NGWA’s efforts supporting groundwater PFAS investigations. He 

has performed hydrogeologic investigations on hazardous waste sites and facilities including US EPA Superfund, 

manufacturing, fueling & maintenance, PFAS contamination, chemical storage & distribution, and for basic scientific 

research. Andy’s areas of expertise include defensible data collection program design and management, hydrogeologic 

data analysis and synthesis, and study results reporting and presentation. He has worked on environmental and water 

resource investigations across the US and is a registered professional geologist in Kansas and Wyoming. 

 

https://eaglesynergistic.com/
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CEMS Movie Night Sponsors 

(additional sponsors will be featured in future newsletters) 
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CEMS Movie Night Sponsors 

(additional sponsors will be featured in future newsletters) 
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UCDAccess 

https://passport.ucdenver.edu/login.php 

  

CVEN-5333 Surface Water Hydrology 

Instructor: David Mays, P.E., Ph.D. 

Monday/Wednesday 5:00-6:15 pm starting Monday 

8/23/2021 

http://engineering.ucdenver.edu/dmays/5333 

CVEN-5401 Introduction to Environmental 

Engineering 

Instructor: Arun Karunanithi, Ph.D. 

Tuesday/Thursday 11:00-12:15 pm starting Tuesday 

8/24/2021 

http://catalog.ucdenver.edu/preview_course.php?cat

oid=28&coid=214811&print  

CVEN-5427 Storm Water System Design 

Instructor: Gerald Blackler, P.E., Ph.D. 

Tuesday/Thursday 3:30-4:45 pm starting Tuesday 

8/24/2021 

  

Non-Degree Admissions 

https://graduateschool.ucdenver.edu/admissions/non

-degree-application-for-cu-denver 

 

CVEN-5460 Introduction to Sustainable Urban 

Infrastructure 

Instructor: Leslie Miller-Robbie, Ph.D. 

Thursday 5:30-8:15 pm starting Thursday 

8/26/2021 

http://catalog.ucdenver.edu/preview_course.php?cat

oid=29&coid=223014&print 

 CVEN-5464 Sustainability and Climate Change 

Instructor: Allison Goodwell, Ph.D. 

Tuesday 5:00-6:30 pm starting Tuesday 8/24/2021 

https://engineering.ucdenver.edu/agoodwell → 

Teaching 

  

 

 The graduate track in hydrologic, environmental, and sustainability engineering (HESE) in the Department 

of Civil Engineering at the University of Colorado Denver brings together the hydrologic cycle, environmental 

processes, and sustainability—the powerful notion that everything we engineer should support economic 

prosperity, environmental health, and social justice. 

 We welcome students from across Colorado, throughout the United States, and around the world who seek 

to combine these elements. In particular, with our downtown Denver campus and offering most graduate courses 

in the evening, we are Colorado’s best bet for working professionals in metropolitan Denver seeking top-notch 

engineering graduate education. 

 Depending on your enrollment status, registration begins as early as Thursday 4/1/2021! 

Program Detail HERE 

Questions? Contact 

David C. Mays, P.E., Ph.D. 

Professor of Civil Engineering 

College of Engineering, Design and Computing 

University of Colorado Denver 

303-315-7570 

david.mays@ucdenver.edu  

http://www.ucdenver.edu/dmays  

Hydrologic, Environmental, and 

Sustainability Engineering 

https://passport.ucdenver.edu/login.php
http://engineering.ucdenver.edu/dmays/5333
http://catalog.ucdenver.edu/preview_course.php?catoid=28&coid=214811&print
http://catalog.ucdenver.edu/preview_course.php?catoid=28&coid=214811&print
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http://catalog.ucdenver.edu/preview_course.php?catoid=29&coid=223014&print
https://engineering.ucdenver.edu/agoodwell
https://engineering.ucdenver.edu/civil-engineering/research-specialty-areas/HESE
mailto:david.mays@ucdenver.edu
http://www.ucdenver.edu/dmays

